
  

Success Story: 

  

Well Fargo Property Donation: 314 Haynes Street, Excelsior Springs, Missouri, 64127 

           

On March 27, 2012 Beyond The Conviction received a property donation from Wells Fargo 

Bank, courtesy of Wells Fargo REO Asset Manager-Hubbel Fields. The said property needed 

major repair issues internally. There was no water, the bathroom was damaged to the point that 

the tub was falling through the floor, and the hot water tank was old and eroded.  This property 

was unsafe and not livable for a family.   The goal of Beyond The Conviction was to change the 

current image of the property from being an irritant and eye sore to a gem and asset of the 

community. Furthermore, to make it a home for a family that may have had previous at risk 

issues that hindered them from obtaining housing in the traditional manner.  

  

We were contacted by The Clark family from the Excelsior Springs area wishing to purchase a 

property.  They were homeless, living in a hotel, thus creating massive debt that could be used 

towards purchasing a home. Due to the economy their previous home was foreclosed on which 

put them in a homeless situation.   They didn’t have A-1 Credit and were unable to make their 

previous payments.  As well as, they had an adjustable interest rate mortgage which caused the 

mortgage payment to go from 400 to 750 a month.    Beyond the Convictions No 3-C’s program 

was perfect for the Excelsior Springs Family. We were able to take their current credit history 

into consideration, not ask for major collateral and use a non traditional approach based on the 

honor system to qualify them for homeownership.   

  

Before moving the family in we asked them to inspect and review the property for repairs that 

they wished to have done to best fit them.  Once an honor system arrangement was established 

and agreed upon, our Construction Skills Readiness participants immediately went to work.  

Beyond The Convictions Construction Skills Readiness team reconstructed the entire bathroom 

down to the rotted floors and did a total remodel of a fully new bathroom.  We then purchased a 

brand new hot water tank and now in the process of finishing some repairs throughout the home.  

The family has moved in the property and is very delighted with the results of the home 

acquisition arrangement; the rehab of the bathroom, and the professional service and attitude 

Beyond The Convictions has given to them.   We have included photos of the family enjoying 



the improvements to the property.  They have expressed sheer joy, feel stable as a homeowner 

without the strain of terms they once couldn’t honor, but accepted because they wanted security 

and stability for their family. All of this is due to The Wells Fargo Home Donation Program, 

Hubbel Fields, and the hard work of Beyond The Convictions Construction Skills Readiness 

team.   For further information you can reach the Clark Family at 1(801)388-3100 or (801)648-

6842. 

 

 


